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Abstract
We present a methodology to model electricity price dynamics by applying
the interest rate theory toolkit. We construct the electricity market following
[16] and applying the Heath, Jarrow and Morton ([7]) model. The electricity
returns forward curve evolution using the Regime Switching Volatility is the
instrument chosen to reﬂect into a simulating model the natural seasonality of
electricity prices. The model calibration and the volatility parameters estimation
allow to simulate in a realistic way the future electricity prices.
1 Introduction
The deregulation process of the electricity markets started in US and in the main
Western countries brought a new dynamic in the market. The electricity market,
once monopolistic, becomes a competitive market where power prices are derived
by the interaction of supply and demand. This new contest, joined with the physical
characteristics of electrical power, has generated new price patterns, never seen before,
neither in ﬁnancial markets, nor in commodity markets. The crucial feature of this
commodity is the non-storability: except hydroelectric power, the electricity has to be
generated exactly when it is requested for consumption. The o er is therefore com-
pletely inelastic to price changes and prices show extremely high volatility and sudden
consistent changes in their levels, called ”spikes”. The market participants, both pro-
ducers and consumers, are dramatically exposed to uncertainties in electrical power
prices: risk management techniques becomes fundamental instruments to quantify
and mitigate the price risk associated with uncertain prices. Therefore, researchers
and practitioners have focused their attention on studying electricity price evolution
setting up mathematical models able to capture the main features of price behavior
allowing both the derivatives pricing and the risk hedging. Electricity is called a ﬂow
commodity: all contracts guarantee the delivery of an established amount of power (1
MWh) continuously over a speciﬁc future time period (1 hour, 1 month, 1 quarter, 1
year). Electricity is traded in an auction system for standardized contracts which can
be settled with physical delivery or simply ﬁnancially. The energy market is made of
two segments: a market for spot trading and a derivative market. In the spot market,
1every day hourly contracts for each of the 24 hours of the coming day are traded
(Day-Ahead Market with physical delivery). Besides, in the derivative market, power
Forward contracts and Future contracts are settled both ﬁnancially or with physi-
cal delivery: the tradable contracts in the Forward Electricity market have monthly,
quarterly and yearly delivery period. Power Forward and Future contracts are the
main derivative product traded on the electricity markets: European and Asian Op-
tions with Power Forward as underlying have been launched in the last few years
in the more developed Electricity Markets (Nord Pool, Scandinavia and NYMEX,
New York) but they do not seem to be attracting much attention. The literature on
stochastic models for electricity and other ﬂow commodity has developed rapidly in
the last few years. Basically, two lines of research focus on electricity price modelling:
the traditional way has concentrated on modelling the stochastic process of the spot
price, by adapting and modifying the approach followed for other energy commodity.
Lucia and Schwartz ([13]) model the natural logarithm of the spot price by assuming
a mean reverting process estimated using spot price data in the Nordic market. The
price evolution of a futures contract is than determined by applying expected value
under an appropriate martingale measure equivalent to the objective one. Other au-
thors ([15] and [5]) suggest a two factor model, in order to take into account the
inﬂuence on the spot price given both by a short term and a long term source of
randomness. The introduction of a jump di usion process appears the natural way
to account for spikes ([5], [3]), even if market incompleteness is introduced. Geman
and Roncoroni [6] suggest an exponential mean reversion model with state dependent
jumps. Huisman ([10]) and De Jong ([4]), among others, suggested Markovian regime
switching models characterized by the occurrence of stable and turbulent periods.
The major disadvantage of the spot price models is that forward prices are given
endogenously from the spot price dynamics. Therefore, the obtained dynamics of for-
ward prices is most of the times not consistent with the market observed prices. The
natural research answer is the whole forward curve modelling. This line of research
refers to the modelling framework of Heath, Jarrow and Morton ([7]) and, using only
few stochastic factors and the initial price curve as given, models futures prices un-
der some equivalent martingale measure in a no-arbitrage environment. Clewlow and
Strickland ([3]) have been the ﬁrst researchers to introduce this approach to the en-
ergy market. Bjerksund et al. ([1]), and Koekebakker et al. ([12]) model a continuum
of instantaneous-delivery forward contracts under risk neutral probability measure.
However, various issues about the physical characteristics of the electricity and the
existence and interpretation of risk neutral measure remain neglected. One question
comprehends all of them: is it possible to derive the pricing approach from Interest
Rate Modelling? There are di erent reasons justifying a negative answer: ﬁrst of all
the non-storability of electrical power cannot be neglected using a pricing method-
ology in which the underlying is assumed storable. Besides, hedging is impossible if
short position are not allowed and the electricity market is far away from being com-
plete, so it is not guaranteed the existence of a risk neutral measure. Koekebakker et
al. ([12]) give an interesting interpretation of the electricity market and demonstrates
that it is possible to create a market framework where it is guaranteed the existence of
a risk neutral measure, the risk neutral measure has an economic interpretation and
prices can be obtained with the instruments used in the ﬁxed income markets, such
as interest rate models. The simple and at the same time innovative consideration
2is that even if energy cannot be stored, it has to be produced. And the producer
can put himself in the condition of having the ability to produce electricity, creating
a sort of ”electricity storability”. From this point of view, the true underlying of
electricity contracts becomes the physical ability to produce power. According to this
perspective, the electricity market becomes more complex and has to be considered as
composed of both power electricity and agreements on power production capacities.
The market reaches the equilibrium and determines the price process for all tradable
assets both physical (production capacity agreements) and ﬁnancial (future electric-
ity prices), S 
t . There is a measure Q, equivalent to the market measure P, such
that the equilibrium asset prices are given by their future revenues, expected with
respect to Q. By using the production portfolios, it is possible to replicate any future
contracts. By considering the market in this more general perspective, electricity
cannot be stored, but a hedging is still possible by production capacity investments.
It makes sense to apply interest rate models because it is possible to consider the
market as composed by inﬁnitely many future contracts with instantaneous delivery
period. The equilibrium in the production capacity market guarantees the existence
of a measure Q, such that electricity asset prices are given by the expected value of
future revenues of certain production portfolios. The equilibrium concept represents
a way to price all contracts by the same measure ”chosen by the market”. The asset
dynamics is therefore described directly under Q.
2 Model setting
In this paper we construct the electricity market following [16] and applying the
Heath, Jarrow and Morton ([7]) model with Regime Switching Volatility. The Elec-
tricity Market (hereafter EM) is given on the time horizon [0,T]: we model the price
dynamics for every t   [0,T] of a futures contract supplying 1 MWh at a time     t.
The stochastic process of prices, (Ft( ))t [0,T] is a positive valued adapted stochastic





t = 0 we observe prices (F 
0( ))  [0,T], for all future delivery time. According to the
above mentioned hypothesis, we assume that in the model the following axioms are
valid:
(a) (Ft( ))  [0,T] is almost surely continuous for each     [0,T];
(b) there is a risk neutral measure QF equivalent to P such that for each     [0,T],
(Ft( ))  [0,T] is a QF-martingale;
(c) forward prices start at observed values F0( )=( F 
0 ( ))  [0,T];
(d) terminal prices (Ft(t))t [0,T] form a continuous spot price process.
A currency change is the key instrument making this model similar to the ﬁxed income
market model: the power forward prices at time t, Ft( ) is expressed in units of power
prices just in front of delivery at time t, Ft( ). Under this new currency, power prices
behave like zero coupon bonds, in the sense that their value converges to 1 when t




,    [0,T],t   [0, ].
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